
 

 

 

 

   Heaven and Hell 2:

                          Joy and Pain
  

 Opening Affirmations:

 Before we begin our Soul Talk, we want to remind you that we are coming

 together to learn from one another. This means that this is a safe place to share

 our ideas and questions. Please take the hand of the person to the right and left side of

 you and share one of two possible affirmations.

 “I am happy to share my ideas with you.”
                           [or]

 “I respect and honor you and your beliefs.”

 The Heart of the Soul Discussion: Joy and Pain

1. When do you feel joy?

[Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

 

●  There are some people who feel joy when they are surrounded by their loved

 ones, whether human or animal friends

●  People may feel joy when they have quiet moments to themselves, maybe in

 nature or reading a good book

●  There are people who find joy when they have good fortune or when good things

 happen to them

●  Some people may feel joy with material things

●  There are some people who feel joy when they are celebrating an

 accomplishment

●  There are people who find joy in their connection to love or their personal god

 

 

 



 

2. When do you feel pain?

[Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

 

●  Most people feel pain when something in their body hurts or is broken

●  There are people who may feel pain after they fight with a friend or family

 member

●  Most people feel pain when they are sad, angry or lonely

●  People may feel pain when someone or something they love is in pain

●  Pain may be a regular occurrence in someone’s day, just something they

 constantly live with. This could feel like they are fighting for their happiness

 almost every day

●  There are many people who feel pain when they are afraid

3. Do you think joy can sometimes feel like heaven?

[Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

 

●  There are some people who think of heaven as a very lovely and happy place or

 state of being, similar to a feeling of joy

●  There are some people who think of heaven as being surrounded by a feeling of

 love, this could also be seen as joy

●  People may feel a sense of heaven or joy when their bodies feel strong and good

●  There are some people who may experience a sense of heaven or joy when they

 are relieved of a big worry, this can also bring about a feeling of peace

 

4. Do you think pain can sometimes feel like hell?

[Go around the circle and have everyone take a turn answering the question]

 

●  There are people who feel great pain when they lose someone or something they

 love, and that can feel like hell

●  When your heart, mind or body are hurting, this can feel very much like hell. This

 can sometimes feel as if you are consistently trying to climb a very steep

 staircase

●  When scary things happen in life, it can feel like hell, especially because some of

 these occurrences can be events or things we cannot understand or reason with

●  There are times when we feel helpless, as if there is nothing we can do to help a

 situation, this can lead to a feeling of hell

 

 



 

 Activity - Option 1: Spreading Joy and Pain

Materials Needed:

Craft sticks in a mason jar OR little pieces of paper in a bowl

Markers

 

 Directions:

●  Write some or all of the Joyful and Painful words below on the craft sticks or

  small pieces of paper.

●  As you and the children are writing the words, say: "We have already shared how

 they make us feel, now we are going to focus on how these words or feelings can

  be spread to others."

●  Place the sticks into the mason jar (or pieces of paper into a bowl)

●  Have the children take turns pulling a stick. Let them take the time to read the

 word (or read it for younger kids)

●  Once they know what that word is and what it means, have them give the

 stick/paper to someone else in the group

●  What does it feel like to give or receive joy or pain?

 

Joyful Words                                                       Painful Words

Love                                                                      Hate

Peace                                                                    Bad

Joy                                                                        Mean

Happiness                                                             Angry

Forgiveness                                                          Gossip

Fun                                                                        Bully

Dance                                                                    Heavy

Sing                                                                       Destroy

Music                                                                     War

Light                                                                       Hard

Laugh                                                                     Fight

Create                                                                    Impossible

Easy                                                                       Sadness

Possible                                                                 Enemy

Imagine                                                                  Cry

Calm                                                                      Scream

Play                                                                        Mad

 Friend                                                                     Hurt

 

 



 

 [Feel free to play one of our recommended songs while the kids work on their projects]

Follow-Up Discussion:

 

 Words are so powerful, they can lift a person up or tear a person down. And words are

 so simple to use in a joyful or a painful way. For example, when we spread kindness to

 someone, the action makes both people, the giver and the receiver feel joyful. And

 when we spread pain, the residual feelings can leave both the giver and receiver feeling

 a great deal of pain. Our day-to-day actions can create more joy or pain in the world.

 When we choose to create joy, those feelings spread to others and have almost a

 domino effect, causing others to share their joy.  Do you think, when you are spreading

 joy, you are creating a little bit of heaven on earth?  And when pain is spread to others,

 do you think it feels a bit like hell?  We all get to decide for ourselves what we want to

 create and spread -- joy or pain. Which do you choose?

 

  Story Time – Activity Option 2

 [In order to complete this activity, your group will need a copy of one of the suggested
 books. Our library has a collection of books dedicated to each Soul Talk which is

 updated constantly! You can visit our library at the link below. Search for the Heaven
  and Hell section.] https://spiritualplaydate.com/spiritual_playdate_library

 Since our Soul Talk was about Joy and Pain, we are going to read a book out loud. As

  you listen, start to think about how this story relates to what we just spoke about.

 

 Calming Exercise - Meditation

 [Invite the group to find a relaxing position, take a mat or towel, if you are working on a
 hard floor. They may sit or lie down to be comfortable. Speak slightly slower in a soft,

 soothing tone throughout, pausing briefly between sentences. You may play soft,
 instrumental music in the background while reading the meditation script]

 Welcome to our Meditation Time: The time where we relax and connect to the spirit in

 and around us.  I invite you to put a cushion on the floor, and to sit cross-legged, with a

 nice tall back and your hands relaxed in your lap. Quietly do that now, as we begin our

  meditation.  [Wait until all are settled to begin, then read the meditation script.]

 

 Close your eyes and let your muscles relax into the floor.  Take a slow, deep breath in –

 into the center of your body… as you silently count 1, 2, 3.  Now you slowly breathe out,

 

https://spiritualplaydate.com/spiritual_playdate_library


 

 thinking 1,2,3.  Breathe in — 1, 2, 3 … breathe out – 1, 2, 3.  Keep breathing in and out

 slowly and steadily.

 

 We all feel joy and pain at different times in our lives.  It’s part of being a human. We

 can feel pain when we, or someone we know, gets hurt or is sick.  It’s painful when

  we’re afraid or lonely. And when we fight with someone, that can be painful, too.

 [Pause.]  Maybe you’ve felt pain.  Think about what that was like.  [Pause.] What did it

 feel like in your body?  What did it feel like in your heart and your mind?  [Pause.]  Pain

 can feel hellish because it’s scary and hurtful.  But remember that pain only lasts for a

 little while, and we always want to keep our hearts open to joy.There are so many ways

 to experience joy.  We can spend fun times with our family, friends, or pets.  Great

 things can happen to us, or maybe we do something special.  We can feel joy by

  opening a present. And even when we are on our own, being quiet or meditating.

 [Pause.]  Think about a time when you felt a lot of joy.  See in your mind where you

 were, who was there, what you were doing.  See the clearest picture you can in your

 mind. [Pause.]   Maybe you found yourself smiling, or your heart was filled with good

 feelings.  Maybe it felt like a heavenly experience. [Pause.]   Everybody has joyful times

 and painful times.  So if you’re ever feeling sad, scared, hurting or lonely, you can reach

 out for help getting back to your feelings of joy. [Pause.]   Be grateful for your feelings,

 and don’t be afraid to show them.  What you feel is important.  Pain will go away in time,

 and you can be joyful again.  [Pause.]

 

 Now let’s take one more deep breath, and slowly let it out.  Now slowly open your eyes

 and slowly roll to the side and sit up to end our time of meditation.

 

 [Optional: Turn off music]  [Optional: Say:  Please return your cushion to its starting

place]

 

 Closing - Choose One

 

 Closing Affirmation - Option 1

 Turn to the person to your right, look them in the eye and say “I am happy I

 could share this time with you and hear about your beliefs.”

 

 

 



 

 Closing Prayer - Option 2

The light of god surrounds us

The love of god enfolds us

The power of god protects us

The presence of god watches over us

 Wherever we are, god is and all is well!

 


